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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Adrian Pliego has contributed to the dictionary with 4 meanings that we have approved and collected in this small book.
We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not hesitate to visit
our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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astil
foot to hold something

coconductor
Coconductor is a person who drives a show or show along with someone else, most often as a secondary character or
even as a kicker. The prefix "co" , from Latin "co-" means "con-" .  For example, "contemporaneous", which means "with
or of the same age; and "cooperate," which means acting or operating together with another or together. The use of this
word by cacophony is not recommended.  They are usually used, then, "co-animator". Now that if we look at the
definition of driver as "someone driving or driving", a synonym for "coconductor" would simply be "co-pilot". 

nunca digas de este agua no beberé
it is something like O.E. : never have to say never, because at the least thoughtful moment "that" can happen to us.
Another maxim to explain this sentence would be "By mouth dies the fish". Because if you're talking, you're going to
have to swallow your words at a certain time. Another saying that might serve to explain the case a little more is that of
"Never spit up".  .  .  because the spit could fall back into your mouth.

rompehogares
A person who by meddling with someone who is already in another relationship, helps that relationship be broken. It
applies mainly to people of the female genus, although there are also cases of "male breakers". A more or less indirect
synonym would be "fortune hunters", "robomaridos" and, with some permissiveness, "lover". It is, in short, a person who
"breaks or dismembers a home". 


